Use with 0.7-liter bottle 50 TABLETS

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:
Sodium PercirbOlate . . . .. . .. . . .. . . ...................... 6.9b%

Other Ingredients ........... . .. ........... ... .. 91.2%

Total ...........•.............. 100%

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
It is a violation of federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

Before Refilling Bottle:
1. Empty any remaining water left in the 0.7 liter bottle.
2. Drop tablets into empty dental unit water bottle.
3. Fill bottle with water, reconnect to dental unit.
4. Wait 120 seconds for tablet to fully dissolve. (Avoid touching the tablet with unprotected skin.)

NOTE: This product is intended for use with potable water and in conjunction with regular dental unit water testing, following the manufacturer's instructions.

It is the responsibility of the printer to implement trapping.

Questions with artwork?
Call: Lori Lawrie
Packaging Coordinator
Tower Laboratories Ltd.
860-767-2127 x 1811
loril@towerlabs.com

File Name: 1571K Adec JL Carton
Software: Illustrator
Version: CS5

STRUCTURE: TLS_C050
STOCK: SBS 0.016
SIZE: 3-1/2" L x 3-1/2" W x 2-3/8" H
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